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Specifications

 −  Two-piece, ergonomically perfect  
walnut wood thumbhole stock 

 −  Treated leather inlays in Cocoa on  
fore-end, pistol grip and comb

 − Cheek piece with stainless steel name plate 

 − Blaser Comfort recoil pad

 −  Receiver in matt black finish with  
gold-colored R8 lettering

 − Gold-colored trigger

 − Grade 4 and 7 wood

The R8 Success Individual with optional extras: rifle scope, 
mount, grade 7 wood and fluted semi weight barrel.

Leather inlays in Cocoa and stainless  
steel name plate in combination with  

the precious walnut wooden stock.

FUNCTIONAL ELEGANCE 
R8 SUCCESS Individual

The R8 Success Individual combines,  for 
the very first time, precious walnut wood 
and premium leather. The two-piece  
thumbhole stock elegantly accents the 
matte black receiver. The ergonomically 
perfect shape of the thumbhole stock 
provides a completely relaxed posture 
for wrist and arm in any firing position 
ensuring consistently good shooting. The 
leather inlays offer a very comfortable feel 
and optimal grip in any situation. 



A perfect design insures the perfect shot. The right fit of the 
stock is everything when it comes to intuitive shooting. With 
the Intuition models of the bolt action rifle R8 and shotgun 
F16, Blaser now offers a purpose-built stock which takes into 
account the anatomy of women. The shortened butt stock, 

with a Monte Carlo shape, as well as a pistol grip designed 
for slender ladies’ hands, allows for perfect mounting of the 
gun. This not only minimizes recoil comfortably, keeping 
you on target, but also leads to natural intuitive shooting. 

• Optimized Monte Carlo stock:  
Perfect balance for both shoulder and cheek  
when mounting; allowing cheek and eye to  
find the optimal position.

• Extra soft recoil pad: 
Excellent recoil absorption characteristics. 

• Reduced stock length: 
Smooth mounting allows for relaxed shoulder  
and arm posture.

• Ergonomically optimized pistol grip:  
Ideal ergonomics between pistol grip and trigger  
are designed for a women’s hand. 

Crafted for ladies: F16 Intuition and R8 Intuition

Perfected to the smallest detail

The R8 rifle has revolutionized the way the world views the 
bolt action rifle. Never before has there been such a flexible 
platform that incorporates all the characteristics of form and 
function for a guaranteed result. The optimally designed 

Monte Carlo stock maximizes comfort and provides ample 
surface area for a proper cheek weld to the stock allowing 
the huntress to fully unlock the potential of the R8. The R8 
Intuition is available in all models featuring a wooden stock.

The Blaser bolt action rifle for her

R8 Intuition featuring the purpose-built ladies’ stock.
350 mm (13.78")85 mm (3.3")



84°

375 mm (14.76")

38 mm (1.5")
56 resp. 50 mm 
(2.2" resp. 2.0")

98 mm (3.9")

 F16 Game with a standard stock length of 375 mm. 

With the lowest profile receiver in its class, the F16 
forms the ideal basis for a shotgun that is perfectly 
tailored to the needs of the huntress – both for hunting 
and clay shooting.  

Thanks to reduced pitch angle and slender pistol grip 
the optimized Monte Carlo stock rests naturally in the 
shoulder and insures positive trigger control. Shooting 
becomes more comfortable. Huntress and shotgun 
become one. 

The Blaser shotgun for her

82°

350 mm (13.78")

34 mm (1.3")
36 mm  
(1.4")

50 mm  
(2.0")

90 mm (3.5")

F16 Game Intuition with the purpose-built ladies’ stock.  
Optimal position of cheek and eye thanks to higher comb.



R8  COMPACT

Whenever build and height of the hunter require a  
shorter stock, the R8 Compact plays to its strength.  
The Monte Carlo stock with an overall length of  
350 mm (13.78"), as well as, the ergonomically adapted 
pistol grip insures perfect shooting in any position.

Specifications

 −  Optimized Monte Carlo butt stock,  
overall length 350 mm (13.78") 

 − Receiver in matt black finish

 − Grade 4 and 7 wood

F16  FUSION

Cutting-edge technology also opens up new possibilities 
in the processing of stock wood. Using state-of-the-art 
laser technology, the wooden stocks of the F16 Fusion are 
refined with an elaborate, naturally appearing marbling. In 
combination with the individual, natural structure of the 
wood used, every stock becomes unique. The F16 Fusion is 
available in the model versions Game and Sporting.

REFINED  
WITH LASER

LESS IS MORE
FUSIONR8 COMPACT

Shorter distance between pistol grip and  
trigger guard, as well as, reduced stock length. F16 Fusion with laser marbling

350 mm (13.78")
85 mm (3.3")



NEW
INSPIRED BY HUNTING.  
MADE FOR HUNTERS.  
BLASER BINOCULARS. 



All information is subject to change without notice.  

Blaser hunting rifles are distributed exclusively through authorized 
Blaser dealers and are sold only to legal permit holders.

Blaser Jagdwaffen GmbH 
88316 Isny im Allgäu 

Germany

www.blaser.de


